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Summary
Four thousand years ago, Late Archaic peoples along the coasts of South Carolina and Georgia
accumulated mollusk shells into enormous, circular structures known as shell rings. The purpose
of these rings has been a subject of archaeological debate for decades, with no clear consensus as
to whether they are accidental accumulations of domestic refuse, or intentionally constructed
structures with ceremonial or symbolic meaning. This paper presents the results of a morphological
and functional analysis of the ceramic assemblage excavated from the Pockoy Island shell rings
(38CH2533), a double shell ring site located on the coast of South Carolina, in order to understand
the activities that took place there, as well as to compare these results to previous descriptions of
Thom’s Creek pottery. Physical reconstruction and digital modeling software were used to identify
vessels and their potential functions. The results suggest an assemblage of vessels of generally
greater size than those normally found at coastal Late Archaic sites, as well as the presence of
previously undescribed vessel forms. From a social perspective, the results also suggest that
Pockoy Island was much more than just a habitation site.
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Introduction
This paper presents the results of a morphological and functional analysis of the ceramic
assemblage excavated from the Pockoy Island shell rings (38CH2533), an archaeological shell
ring site located on the shore of Pockoy Island, South Carolina. This site consists of two large,
nearly identical rings composed primarily of mollusk shell that were constructed at least four
thousand years ago, during the Late Archaic period (approximately 5000 to 3000 years ago). It is
one of many similar shell ring structures that were constructed by Late Archaic peoples along the
coasts of the southeastern United States.

These shell rings have been a subject of archaeological debate for decades, with no clear consensus
in archaeological thought about the reasons for their construction or the exact nature of the human
activities that took place there. Archaeologists have variously interpreted the rings as either
accidental accumulations of domestic refuse through long-term habitation (e.g., Trinkley 1985;
Waring and Larson 1986) , or as intentionally constructed landscape markers with potential
ceremonial or symbolic meaning (e.g., Russo 1994; Saunders 2002b; Thompson and Andrus
2007). Archaeological thought has been moving toward the latter in recent decades, but the specific
purposes of shell rings and the exact nature of the human activities that took place at them are
often still not clear.

The ceramic pottery found at these sites is one important source of information for archaeologists
aiming to resolve this debate. Like many shell rings, Pockoy has yielded an enormous quantity of
ceramic artifacts, although these artifacts are higly fragmentary and nothing approaching a
complete vessel has been found. This is unfortunate, because complete ceramic vessels are highly
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informative about both the practical and social activities that took place at a site. In this study, a
portion of the ceramic assemblage from the Pockoy Island shell rings was examined in an effort
to reconstruct the forms of the ceramic vessels that were used there. A combination of physical
reconstruction and digital modeling software was used to describe complete vessel forms and their
potential functions. These vessel forms were then analyzed to determine what they can tell us about
both the practical and social functions of the site. The results suggest an assemblage of vessels of
generally greater size than those normally found at coastal Late Archaic sites, as well as the
presence of previously undescribed vessel forms. From a social perspective, the results suggest
that the Pockoy Island shell rings functioned as more than a habitation site.
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Background
The Pockoy Island shell rings (38CH2533), often referred to simply as Pockoy, are an
archaeological site on Botany Bay Plantation Heritage Preserve in Charleston County, South
Carolina (Figure 1). The two shell rings (Ring 1 and Ring 2) are of approximately the same size
and are located near the shoreline of Pockoy Island. Because Ring 1 is located closer to the ocean
and is therefore highly threated by erosion from rising sea levels, it has been the more intensely
investigated of the two rings at the site. Therefore, the ceramic sample analyzed in this study is
entirely from Ring 1.

Pockoy

Figure 1. Locations of shell ring and mound sites
(Modified from Marquardt 2010:552).
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The Pockoy Island shell rings were discovered during review of a LiDAR survey of the South
Carolina coast that was conducted after Hurricane Matthew in 2016 (Thompson and LaRocca
2018). Archaeological investigations led by the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources
began soon after in June of 2017, and several large-scale excavations have been conducted since
then, most recently in May of 2019. These excavations have determined that Ring 1 is a complete,
circular ring formed from shell midden that measures approximately 60 m in diameter and 60 cm
high at its thickest point (Gaillard 2019). The center of the ring (the "plaza") is generally devoid
of shell, although it contains a variety of other cultural materials, including an exceptionally large
ceramic assemblage. Radiocarbon dating of animal bone has not yet yielded an exact date for the
site, but the results thus far have indicated a minimum age of 4000 years, making Ring 1 the oldest
known shell ring in South Carolina (Gaillard 2019). This means that the shell rings were
constructed during the Late Archaic period (3000 to 1000 BCE), soon after the first appearance of
ceramic pottery in North America less than 200 miles away in the Savannah River Valley. The
ceramic assemblage at Pockoy is therefore an example of some of the earliest pottery in the
Southeast, and its study is essential to understanding the cultural and technological developments
taking place during this time period.

Shell Rings
A shell ring is any mostly symmetrical, circular or semi-circular formation constructed from shell
midden (Russo and Heide 2001). The term "midden” in archaeology generally refers to discarded
materials or refuse left by the occupants of a site. However, it is important to note that its use here
is not to indicate that the deposited shell is simply a byproduct of waste-producing activities:
whether any given shell midden was intentionally or incidentally created is a matter of
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archaeological interpretation. A sufficiently neutral definition of a shell midden is "a cultural
deposit of which the principle visible constituent is shell" (Waselkov 1987:95). Large formations
of shell midden can take shapes other than a ring: these are often referred to as shell mounds.

Coastal and riverine peoples have constructed shell middens throughout time on nearly every
continent. Examples can be found in Japan, South Africa, Australia and New Zealand,
Scandinavia, and on both the Pacific and Atlantic coasts of North America (Luby and Gruber
1999). In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries when European naturalists began to
take notice of these shell deposits frequently found along coastlines around the world, they
unsurprisingly labeled them natural, rather than anthropogenic, formations. It was not until the
mid-nineteenth century that researchers truly began investigating these heaps of shell, after a group
of archaeologists conducted excavations in Denmark and found clear evidence that shell middens
were the results of human activity (Waselkov 1987:139). Similar excavations in North America
and Europe soon followed this discovery and corroborated its findings, and by the beginning of
the twentieth century it was generally accepted by archaeologists that humans left these structures
on the landscape.

A great deal of archaeological research exists and continues to be conducted on the subject of shell
middens. Today it is obviously understood that shell middens are a result of human activity, but
there is still no consensus in archaeological thought about the function and significance of shell
middens for the people who constructed them. Perhaps the variety of interpretations is due to the
incredible variation of shell middens across time and space: one interpretation cannot possibly fit
all. In the eastern United States, the relationship between lower Midwest and Midsouth Archaic
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shell mounds (which include some coastal sites but are generally interior, riverine constructions)
and southeastern Archaic shell rings, which are exclusively coastal sites, is not entirely clear. Shell
mounds and shell rings are generally discussed as separate archaeological phenomena (e.g.,
Sassaman 2004a), but many archaeologists view them as related, or at least as the results of related
social and cultural processes, due to their similar site formation processes and contemporaneity
(e.g., Russo 1994). Therefore, archaeological work on shell mounds may also be illuminating with
regard to the social and cultural processes at play at shell rings like Pockoy. However, this
discussion will focus primarily on literature on site formation processes of shell rings, particularly
those found on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the southeastern United States. I will provide a brief
survey of the archaeological literature and discuss the major hypotheses about shell ring formation
and use, with the dual aims of finding universally agreed-upon ideas and assessing these
hypotheses' relevance and appropriateness to this study of the Pockoy Island shell rings.

Shell rings are found in the southeastern United States on the coasts of present-day North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. They were generally constructed between 5000 and 3000
years ago during the Late Archaic period and range from less than 50 to over 200 m in diameter.
The oldest and largest of these are found in Florida (Russo and Heide 2001). Although there is
considerable inter-site variation among coastal shell rings in the southeastern United States, they
were constructed within the same general time period and are similar enough in size and shape to
allow generalizations to be made about their function and purpose. The primary debate in
archaeological thought about shell rings today is whether they are incidental or intentional
formations, although many interpretations fall somewhere in between.
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Archaeologists who believe shell rings to be purely incidental formations interpret the ring-shaped
middens as occupational refuse. According to this interpretation, people who lived in habitations
arranged in roughly circular formations deposited refuse around their dwellings, and over time
these "house middens" gradually combined to form a continuous ring of discarded shell and other
materials. Among the earliest archaeologists to promote this idea were Antonio Waring and Lewis
Larson, who concluded from their excavations at the Sapelo Island shell ring in Georgia in the
1960s that the occupants of the ring "piled the rapidly accumulating shell beside their small
dwellings," leaving the interior of the ring "sterile of refuse" (Waring and Larson 1968:273). This
interpretation informed archaeologists' subsequent interpretations of shell rings for much of the
1970s and 1980s. The Lighthouse Point and Stratton Place shell rings, which are both comparable
in size to Pockoy, were found to have steaming and roasting pits in and near the midden, postholes
under the midden, and comparatively clear ring interiors. They were therefore interpreted as daily
habitation sites where dwellings were arranged in a circle, shell midden gradually accumulated
around those dwellings as people cooked and discarded refuse, and the interiors were kept clear to
"function as areas of communal activity" (Trinkley 1985:168-169).

The occupational refuse hypothesis comes with certain implications about the people who
inhabited these sites. They must have been relatively small groups, as even the largest shell rings
could contain only a limited number of permanent dwellings. Additionally, if shell rings were
formed by gradual accumulation of household refuse, people must have occupied those households
for extended periods of time. It has also been suggested that the circular shape of the rings is
indicative of the egalitarian nature of these groups, with no one individual or household
differentiated from the rest of the group (Trinkley 1985). Therefore, this hypothesis suggests that
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shell rings were small settlements created by small-scale, egalitarian hunter-gatherer groups in
order to exploit a resource-rich environment. The permanent features that they left on the landscape
are simply a by-product of their activities, not a goal.

More recent work has added much more complex ideas about the formation of shell rings to the
body of literature. Since the 1990s, more and more archaeologists have begun to consider the
potential social and ceremonial significance of shell rings, as well as of other Archaic
archaeological sites such as riverine shell mounds and mounded earthworks (e.g., Russo 1994;
Saunders 2002b; Thompson and Andrus 2007). These new ideas accompanied a larger shift in
archaeological thought about hunter-gatherer societies in general. Prior to this time, conceptions
of hunter-gatherers were generally based on a model of human societies that places systems of
social organization on a sliding scale of complexity, with the assumption that societies evolve over
time from less to more "complex." Within this model, hunter-gatherer societies represent the least
complex stage of development, characterized by small, mobile, egalitarian groups with little need
for specialization, hierarchical organization, or technological innovation (e.g., Sahlins 1968).

In the 1980s, new theoretical ideas challenged these assumptions, arguing that this characterization
of hunter-gatherers is based on the limited ethnographic record of modern hunter-gatherer societies
and cannot be applied to all non-agricultural groups in the archaeological past. From these new
ideas developed the concept of "complex hunter-gatherers," a broad category that describes huntergatherer societies that exhibit any number of characteristics associated with “complexity," such as
intensified production, sedentism, territorialism, and status differentiation (Price and Brown 1985).
With this new ability to ascribe characteristics to hunter-gatherer societies that were previously
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reserved only for agricultural societies, archaeologists could interpret (and re-interpret) nonagricultural archaeological sites with fewer theoretical limitations on how hunter-gatherers
behaved in the past. Shell rings are no exception, and in fact, recent work on shell rings is a prime
example of how the changes associated with the post-processualist movement in archaeological
theory have broadened the potential for interpretation of hunter-gatherer archaeological sites.

Recent ideas about Archaic shell rings and mounds aim to answer questions not only about
subsistence, but about power, identity, and even cosmology (Gibson and Carr 2004). One idea that
competes directly with the interpretation of shell rings as incidental refuse posits that shell rings
are public architectural works, intentionally constructed for ceremonial purposes. Under this
model, shell rings were formed rapidly and occupied for shorter periods of time than they would
be if they were domestic habitations. Within this idea exist several hypotheses about the social
structures and processes that led people to construct monumental architecture. Gibson (2004)
argues for beneficent obligation as a motivator for early mound building, a type of social
organization in which egalitarian groups provide communal labor in order to build a monument to
the mutual benefit of everyone involved, thereby reinforcing community relationships and group
identity. This hypothesis is discussed in the context of Archaic earthen mound building, but the
idea of voluntary construction by group consensus is applicable to shell works such as Pockoy, as
well. It has also been posited that monumental construction was facilitated by short-term leaders
who were granted positions of power under certain circumstances or to accomplish specific goals,
but who did not hold any permanent status in a generally egalitarian society (Russo 1994). These
ideas characterize the builders of Archaic monuments as organized and socially complex, but
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without direct archaeological evidence of social hierarchy, they maintain the long-held view of
Archaic peoples as essentially egalitarian.

Perhaps the most radical departure from the incidental refuse hypothesis is Russo's (2004)
interpretation of shell rings as feasting sites whose shape, size, and distribution do, in fact, provide
evidence of social differentiation. This hypothesis rests on the observation that shell rings are
rarely true, uniform circles: they are more commonly arcuate or C-shaped formations with marked
differences in midden thickness and patterned variations in artifact distribution at various points
in the structure. While Russo acknowledges the lack of traditional markers of status differentiation
(e.g., differentiated burials) at shell ring sites, he suggests that this structural non-uniformity itself
is evidence for intentional construction that was potentially influenced by hierarchical differences
within the group.

In line with this hypothesis lie interpretations of shell ring complexes, sites that contain multiple
shell rings or a mixture of rings and other shell formations. One well-studied example of this is the
Fig Island ring complex (38CH42), a coastal South Carolina site that consists of three major shell
structures: one closed, circular ring; one open, C-shaped ring; and one highly complex structure
that includes at least five attached rings and a mound with a shell causeway (Russo 2002:90).
Principal researchers at this site describe rapidly accumulated deposits of shell consistent with
feasting deposits and argue that the complex architecture of the site is "not indicative of a simple
egalitarian village" (Saunders 2002b:158). Another example is the Sapelo shell ring complex
(9MC23) located on the coast of Georgia, which consists of three large shell rings ranging from
50 to 100 m in diameter, as well as several smaller shell piles and other non-shell cultural deposits
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(Thompson and Andrus 2011:321). Geophysical surveys of the structures and bioarchaeological
analysis of the shell itself have suggested that parts of the shell midden accumulated gradually,
indicating long-term, year-round occupation, while others accumulated rapidly in short episodes
of intensive collection and deposition. This pattern of accumulation is evidence for site formation
via a combination of daily habitation and ceremonial behavior, indicating that the shell rings may
have had both domestic and ritual function, or perhaps even that their function changed over time
(Thompson 2007; Thompson and Andrus 2011). One will notice that this is the same site on which
Waring and Larson (1968) based their description of shell rings as occupational middens formed
by domestic activities. Clearly, developments in archaeological methods and theory provide the
means to re-evaluate earlier assumptions made about shell rings. Although Pockoy is not as
architecturally complex as Fig or Sapelo, hypotheses about these and other ring complexes should
be taken into account given the presence of two separate shell structures at Pockoy.

It has proven difficult to fit shell ring sites neatly into existing theoretical frameworks of social
complexity. Certain archaeological findings are generally associated with social complexity
beyond that of an egalitarian band, such as specialized craft production, the presence of exotic or
non-local goods, differentiated burials and burial goods, and evidence of feasting (Russo 2004:2627). It is therefore difficult to characterize an archaeological site where some, but not all, of these
features are found, or where it is unclear whether a ceremonial activity such as feasting was indeed
taking place. Such is the case with shell rings such as Pockoy, where special goods such as carved
bone pins and shell beads are common but burials are rare, and the large quantities of shell and
ceramic artifacts may indicate feasting to one archaeologist and daily meals to another. It is also
important to understand that daily habitation and ceremonial use need not be mutually exclusive
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(Russo 2004). If the archaeological materials at a given site include evidence for both of these site
functions, as is often the case with shell rings, it may not be necessary to choose between them. In
these cases, the rings could be viewed as multipurpose "ceremonial villages" where both daily
activities and public ceremonies took place (Russo 2002:85). Additionally, shell ring sites vary
widely in terms of their size, shape, and number of rings, as well as the artifacts and features found
at the sites. One cannot make assumptions about a site based solely on the fact that it is a shell
ring, because different shell rings may have had entirely different purposes. High-level
archaeological theory on shell rings and mounds provides an indispensable lens through which to
look at these sites, but ultimately it is only by close examination of the archaeological evidence on
a site-by-site basis that we can draw conclusions about the site functions of Late Archaic shell
rings such as Pockoy.

Ceramic Analysis
Ceramic sherds are one of the most important and productive artifact classes for understanding the
function of a site and the activities of the people who occupied it. This is certainly the case for the
Pockoy shell rings, as it is for many other shell ring sites. Aside from, of course, the shell that
comprises the midden itself, ceramic sherds are the most abundant class of artifacts that has been
recovered from the site. It is therefore necessary to discuss here how archaeologists analyze the
ceramic artifacts recovered from a site in order to make inferences about the functions of the
vessels.

Any given ceramic sherd has many attributes, both qualitative and quantitative, that can be
recorded and analyzed. These include basic measurements such as size, weight, and thickness;
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morphological attributes such as rim shape and orientation; stylistic elements such as decoration
and surface treatment; and physical attributes of the clay, or paste, itself, such as color, porosity,
and the presence of inclusions. Post-manufacturing modifications such as use wear and the
presence of sooting (which indicates that a vessel was used directly over a fire) are also of use. For
the purpose of a functional analysis such as this one, attention will be given primarily to those
attributes that help to determine the form, or shape and size, of a ceramic vessel. These
morphological attributes provide information about the activities that a vessel is suited or not suited
for. Physical properties of the paste such as hardness, porosity, and thermal stress resistance, as
well as chemical analyses of sooting and residue, are also useful for determining the intended
function of a vessel, but measuring these properties requires more specialized tests that are beyond
the limitations of this study.

An important note should be made here about vessel form analysis. Ideally, vessel form should be
determined from complete vessels, or at least complete vessel profiles, which show the shape of
the vessel from the lip to the base. However, like many Late Archaic ceramic assemblages, the
Pockoy assemblage is highly fragmentary, so that only a very small portion of vessels can be
reconstructed enough to accurately estimate vessel size and shape. Even those estimates are based
on incomplete reconstructions, which adds a further margin of error. Additionally, since such a
small percentage of sherds in the assemblages are fragments of reconstructable vessels, it is likely,
if not certain, that some vessel forms will go unrecognized. Therefore, in the case of Late Archaic
pottery, vessel form reconstruction should be understood as an archaeologist's best estimate of the
forms that can be said with a high degree of confidence to be present in an assemblage, and not as
a complete picture of a living assemblage of vessels.
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With this disclaimer, we should now define some terminology as it is used here to describe vessel
form. Any ceramic vessel can be divided into three basic parts: lip/rim, body, and base (Figure 2).
The orifice is the opening of the vessel, and orifice diameter refers to the diameter of this opening.
If the orifice diameter is less than the maximum diameter of the vessel, it is a restricted orifice;
otherwise, it is unrestricted (Rice 1987: 212). The lip is the topmost edge of the vessel, and lip
shape describes its shape, such as rounded, flattened, or beveled. Rim here refers to the portion of
the vessel immediately below the lip. The term “rim” is often used to refer to both the lip and rim
together, but the distinction between the two is useful when describing rim shape and rim
orientation. Rim shape is the curvature of the vessel wall immediately below the lip – incurving,
outcurving, or straight – and rim orientation is the angle of the rim relative to the plane of the
orifice – inverted, everted, or vertical. Rim sherd is used here for any sherd that includes a portion
of a vessel’s lip. Rim sherds are especially important to studies such as this one, because the lip/rim
is arguably the most important portion of a vessel in terms of determining its function.

The body is the portion of the vessel between the rim and the base, the underside of the vessel. It
can be difficult to clearly mark a dividing line between body and base, particularly in the case of
round-based vessels, but where possible the base is differentiated by a change in curvature, angle,
and/or thickness (Rice 1987: 213-214). The height of a vessel is the measurement from the orifice
to the lowest point of the base. A neck is a point below the orifice where the vessel is strongly
restricted, and carination is a sharp turn in the curvature of the vessel’s body. These last two
features are not present in the vessels examined here, so they are only briefly mentioned.
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Figure 2. Major features of vessel shapes (David et al. 2012:79).

Because ceramic vessels vary widely across space and time, there is no standardized way to
classify vessels according to their form. Rather, there are several ways to categorize and name
vessels depending on the aims of the analysis and the available information. Some systems of
categorization are based on the inferred use of the vessel (e.g., serving bowl, cooking pot). These
categorizations are obviously ideal for the purposes of functional analysis, but they require
confident assumptions to be made about the way vessels were used, which is often not possible in
the absence of ethnographic data. Other systems of categorization use purely geometric
classifications, such as hemisphere or cylinder, to describe the shape of vessels. These systems
have the advantage of being purely objective, but they are not illuminating with regard to vessel
function (Rice 1987).

In this study, an intermediate approach to naming vessels will be taken by which vessels are
categorized primarily according to their size and shape, but using terminology with some
functional implications, such as bowl and jar. The most important single measurement used to
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classify vessel forms here is the ratio of height to orifice diameter. Hemispherical bowls are those
vessels whose height is approximately one-half of their orifice diameter, whereas shallow bowls
are those whose height is less than one-half of their orifice diameter. Jars are those vessels whose
height is substantially greater than one-half of their orifice diameter. Many archaeologists use the
term “jar” specifically to describe vessels such as these with a restricted orifice, while terms such
as “beaker” or “flagon” are used to describe unrestricted vessels (Shepard 1976). Because no
vessels with a restricted orifice have been identified in this assemblage, “jar” will be used for the
sake of convenience. I use the descriptors “large” and “small” to describe the size of vessels
relative to other vessels in this assemblage.

One major purpose of describing vessel forms in a ceramic assemblage is to define size/shape
classes, or groups of vessels that are similarly shaped. Size/shape classes are used to make
inferences about the functions of ceramic vessels, as well as the categories recognized by the
people who made and used them, known as ethnotaxonomy (Rice 1987: 280). The presence of
discrete size/shape classes in an assemblage indicates that potters crafted vessels to fit certain
predefined types, each of which presumably had a certain function or set of functions. Analyzing
the distribution of orifice diameter in an assemblage is one way to determine size classes. In this
type of analysis, one size class does not necessarily equate to one vessel class, as several different
vessel shapes may have similar orifice sizes. However, the presence of obvious size classes within
an assemblage is a useful indicator of the presence of vessel classes, particularly in cases when
complete vessel forms are largely unidentifiable. Likewise, the absence of discrete size classes
indicates that potters may not have had a pre-determined set of vessel types from which to choose.
This does not mean that vessels were not crafted to perform certain functions, but rather that there
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was not necessarily a standardized set of vessel categories that determined the parameters of each
vessel’s production.

Once we have described vessel form, the issue remains of how to determine a vessel’s function
based on its morphological attributes. In short, it is near impossible to definitively determine a
vessel’s function based on shape and size alone. However, every vessel possesses certain
properties that make it more or less suitable for particular tasks. We must assume that the makers
and users of these vessels were aware of their properties and would have designed and used their
vessels with an eye toward functional efficiency (Hally 1986). It is true that a single vessel may
have been used for a variety of tasks, or altered in some way and used for a different purpose
altogether, but generally it is possible to define a “primary use range” of tasks for which a vessel
was designed (Braun 1980).

One important property of a vessel with regard to its use is the ease of access to its contents.
Shallow vessels with large, unrestricted orifices allow their contents to be easily manipulated for
purposes of preparing, cooking, and serving food. It is more difficult to manipulate or remove the
contents of very deep vessels or vessels with restricted orifices. Deep vessels in particular are wellsuited to long-term storage, both because their large size and weight makes them inefficient for
transportation of contents, and because their high ratio of height to diameter is a more efficient use
of space than a wider, shallower vessel. A somewhat restricted orifice is not necessarily an
indicator that the vessel’s contents were not manipulated, as a restricted orifice prevents spilling
of liquid contents. Often a balance must be struck between ease of access to a vessel’s contents
and preventing those contents from spilling when moved or manipulated. A bowl with an
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incurving, restricted orifice, for example, is not suitable for pouring liquids, and an outcurving or
everted rim is far preferable for this purpose (Hally 1986:280).

Vessel stability refers to a vessel’s ability to stand on its own. Obviously, base shape affects
stability, as a flat-based vessel will be able to stand upright without support, while a round-based
vessel requires some form of support to stabilize it. A lower center of gravity, defined by a low
ratio of height to maximum diameter, will also make a vessel more stable (Hally 1986:279).
Having a low center of gravity is important for long-term storage vessels, since they will often be
full. However, a low center of gravity also makes it difficult to pour the contents of a vessel in a
controlled manner, so this, too, is a trade-off (Henrickson and McDonald 1983:632).

The presence of sooting on the exterior of a vessel is the most obvious indicator that a vessel was
used for direct-heat cooking, but in the absence of visible sooting, the morphological
characteristics of a vessel can provide some evidence of a vessel’s suitability for cooking. Cooking
vessels will generally have an orifice large enough to allow manipulation of the contents. A larger
orifice also allows steam to evaporate more rapidly during cooking, which may or may not be
desirable and can be controlled by increasing or decreasing the size of the orifice. A vessel must
be able to survive the thermal shock from exposure to high heat in order to be useful for cooking,
especially direct-heat cooking. Vessels with smooth curvature and no sharp angles are better able
to withstand thermal shock without cracking, so vessels with rounded rather than flat bases are
most suitable for direct-heat cooking (Hally 1986:281). Vessels with thick walls are also more
susceptible to cracking from thermal shock than those with thinner walls, but they are less likely
to be broken in transportation or use. It has been suggested that vessels with thin walls heat more
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quickly and are therefore more fuel efficient than those with thicker walls, but this difference may
actually be insignificant (Bowen and Harry 2019). Ethnographically, many direct-heat cooking
vessels are “short and squat,” with a broad base and low ratio of height to diameter regardless of
their overall size (Henrickson and McDonald 1983:631). We should be cautious in applying
modern ethnographic data to Late Archaic pottery, but the prevalence of this vessel form may
speak to its consistent effectiveness for cooking purposes.

The temper or inclusions in the paste of a ceramic vessel can also be an important attribute in
determining a vessel’s function. Inclusions are any non-clay materials that are present in the paste
of a ceramic artifact, such as sand, shell, or grog (crushed pieces of previously fired pottery), to
name a few. This term also includes any non-clay material such as plant matter that was present in
the paste at the time of firing, even if it is no longer present. Temper specifically refers to inclusions
that were intentionally added to the paste of a ceramic artifact before firing, usually to improve its
resistance to thermal shock and prevent cracking. It can be very difficult to distinguish between
temper that was intentionally added to the paste and inclusions that were naturally present in the
clay source and remained in the finished product. For this reason, archaeologists often use
“inclusions” to conservatively describe ceramic composition without making any inferences about
the intentions of the potter in cases where it is not clear whether materials were intentionally added
(Rice 1987). However, terms such as “sand-tempered” are also often used as a convenience to
describe paste composition without necessarily implying intentionality. This should be the
understanding of these terms as they are used here.
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Not much attention will be given to inclusions and temper here, largely because the vast majority
of sherds in this sample are sand-tempered, and little else can be said about their paste composition
without more advanced techniques of analysis that are beyond the limitations of this study.
However, it is important to introduce these concepts because they are essential to the study of Late
Archaic ceramics as a whole.

Late Archaic Pottery
The Pockoy Island ceramic assemblage is particularly noteworthy because Pockoy is quite closely
related both temporally and geographically to the earliest pottery found in North America.
Therefore, in order to better understand the ceramic assemblage at Pockoy from both a technofunctional and cultural perspective, it is essential to contextualize it within the development of
ceramics during the Late Archaic period.

The earliest pottery in North America is Stallings ware, a type of ceramic ware first produced over
4000 years ago that is found in Georgia and South Carolina throughout the Savannah River Valley
and in coastal areas around the mouths of the Savannah and Edisto Rivers. It is named for Stallings
Island, a small island and shell mound site located slightly north of Augusta, Georgia where this
ware was first excavated. However, the earliest Stallings pottery yet found in this region comes
from nearby Rabbit Mount (38AL15) in Allendale County, South Carolina, with a radiocarbon
date of approximately 4350 to 4550 BP (Stoltman 1966). Pottery from several other sites in the
same region has been dated to at least 4000 BP, with a few dating to upwards of 4200 BP
(Sassaman 2004b: 24). The most distinctive feature of Stallings as a ceramic type is its fibertempered paste, evidenced by small voids left in the body of the vessels by plant material, most
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commonly Spanish moss, that burned out during the firing process. This plant material is generally
considered to be temper that was intentionally added to the paste. The earliest of these vessels were
hand molded, with coil-built vessels not appearing in the archaeological record until slightly later.
Stallings vessels are generally plain, although increasing numbers of decorated vessels are found
after 3800 BP. The primary decorative elements on these vessels are punctations and drag-andjab, with less common instances of incising, simple stamping, and a combination of elements
(Saunders and Hays 2004:6-7).

There are three known forms of Stallings vessels based on Sassaman's (1993) reconstruction of
sherds from several Savannah River Valley assemblages. The first is a shallow, wide-mouthed
vessel with a flat or semi-flat bottom, an orifice diameter of 32 to 45 cm, and a height of 13.5 to
18.3 cm, which Sassaman refers to as a basin. The second is an unrestricted, round-bottomed bowl
with an orifice diameter of 25 to 35 cm and height of 18.5 to 22.3 cm. The third form is based on
a single reconstructed vessel, which is also a flat-bottomed basin, but with a slightly restricted
orifice and a substantially smaller orifice diameter and height than the other basins. Additionally,
a small percentage of rim sherds are from vessels with carinated or recurvate profiles. Although
these vessels are not complete enough to fully reconstruct their form, they are likely shallow,
round-bottomed bowls (Sassaman 1993:144-145; Saunders and Hays 2004:7). As for lip shape,
rounded lips are the most common, followed by thickened or flanged lips (which may be associated
specifically with the basin form), and finally by flattened lips. Beveled, tapered, and irregular lip
shapes are found in much smaller quantities (Sassaman 1993:150-153).
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In terms of techno-functional analysis, it is difficult to say with certainty exactly what these
Stallings vessel forms were used for, largely due to the small sample size of complete vessels.
However, some generalizations can be made based on the presence or absence of vessel features
that are generally associated with certain functions. In the case of the basin form, the sharp turn
between the flat bottom and straight sides and the high ratio of orifice diameter to height indicate
that these vessels would be poorly suited for direct-heat cooking. It is probable that they were used
for indirect-heat cooking, a technique in which hot stones are added to a vessel to heat its contents.
This type of stone boiling with non-ceramic containers was widely practiced in the Southeast prior
to the development of pottery technology, and it seems that this technique persisted after its
adoption (Sassaman 2004b: 30). The bowl form is better suited to direct-heat cooking due to its
rounded base and lower orifice-to-height ratio, a function which is further supported by the
presence of external sooting on some of the vessels with this shape (Sassaman 1993:146-147). The
wide, low form of the carinated vessels makes them accessible and resistant to spills, but not well
suited for use over direct heat. For this reason, they are generally thought to be serving vessels
used in a social context (Hally 1986). The large proportion of carinated vessels in the Stallings
Island assemblage compared to other Savannah River Valley sites therefore points to communal
consumption of food, even feasting, at this particular site, which may be illuminating with regard
to the social landscape of the Southeast during the Late Archaic (Sassaman 2004b).

Pockoy Island falls within the geographical boundaries where Stallings pottery is found, and,
indeed, we find a substantial amount of fiber-tempered pottery in the ceramic assemblage at
Pockoy. However, the vast majority of the ceramics from Pockoy fall into the other major type of
Late Archaic pottery found in South Carolina: Thom's Creek ware. Thom's Creek pottery is found
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along the coast and the Coastal Plain in an area ranging from the mouth of the Savannah River
north to the lower portion of the present-day North Carolina coast (Saunders and Hays 2004: 7-8).
Thom's Creek is generally thought to have emerged slightly later than Stallings, as no Thom's
Creek pottery as old as the earliest Stallings have been found. However, Thom's Creek pottery has
been dated with certainty to at least 4000 BP and likely existed prior to that, indicating a gap of
only a few centuries between the earliest examples of Thom's Creek ware and those of Stallings
ware (Saunders and Hays 2004: 8). These dates show that there is a substantial period of overlap
during which the two types are found contemporaneously in the same geographical area, and often
even at the same sites. This raises questions about the exact nature of the relationship between the
two types, which will be discussed in further detail shortly.

The most significant difference between Thom's Creek and Stallings ware is the paste: Thom's
Creek pottery has a sandy paste and little to no fiber inclusions. The sand inclusions in Thom's
Creek ware can range from extremely fine sand to granule-size grains of quartz, but it is unclear
whether this variation in grain size is intentional on the part of the potter or simply a result of the
aplastics that were naturally present at the clay source. For this reason, the exact characteristics of
the sand inclusions are not considered to be temporally diagnostic or indicative of subtypes within
the category of Thom's Creek ware (Sassaman 1993; Trinkley 1980). The fact that sand, rather
than fiber, is present in the paste is sufficient to label a vessel Thom's Creek.

The majority of Thom’s Creek vessels are coil-built, although some are hand-modeled as well.
Interior and exterior surface treatment of vessels by wiping or scraping is common, and shell
scraping with a bivalve is an especially notable practice (Trinkley 1980: 9). This shell scraping,
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particularly of the vessel interior, is frequently seen on sherds in the Pockoy assemblage.
Decorative elements are generally similar to those found on Stallings vessels, including reed and
shell punctations, drag-and-jab, and incising, as well as a large proportion of plain vessels. One
decorative element that is unique to Thom’s Creek ware is finger-pinching, sometimes referred to
as Awendaw finger-pinching, a technique in which the thumb and forefinger are used to pinch
distinctive impressions into the clay. This particular decorative element is found only in coastal
assemblages and has previously been considered diagnostic of a separate ceramic type altogether,
although finger-pinched ceramics are now most often categorized as Thom's Creek ware (Saunders
and Hays 2004:8; Trinkley 1980).

As with Stallings vessels, no complete or mostly complete examples of Thom's Creek vessels have
been found. Therefore, proposed Thom's Creek vessel forms are also estimates based on the
analysis of reconstructed vessel fragments. It should be noted that these forms are based on analysis
of the Thom's Creek ceramics that were available as of over 40 years ago (Trinkley 1980). It is
therefore likely that future and recently recovered assemblages of Thom's Creek ceramics will
yield vessel forms that do not necessarily fit neatly into thi schema. Nevertheless, likely due to the
lack of intact Thom's Creek vessels, the following trichotomy of vessel forms is generally still
cited as the basic typology for Thom's Creek pottery by archaeologists studying Late Archaic
ceramics (e.g., Saunders and Hays 2004).

The three suggested Thom's Creek vessel forms do not correspond with Stallings forms (Figure
3). The first two are shallow bowls, one with an unrestricted orifice and one slightly restricted. The
orifice diameter for both of these forms is generally between 10 and 20 cm, and their average
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vessel capacity is approximately 2 liters. The third vessel form is a deep jar with an unrestricted
orifice that ranges widely in diameter from 20 to 45 cm, and an average capacity of approximately
20 liters. All of these forms generally have flattened bases, although some are rounded, and their
rim shapes vary little, from slightly incurving to slightly outcurving. The two most common lip
shapes by far are rounded and flat, together accounting for the vast majority of the vessels.
Minorities of interior rounded, exterior rounded, flanged, and irregular lip shapes comprise the rest
(Trinkley 1980: 10-13).

Figure 3. Thom’s Creek vessel forms
(Trinkley 1980:11).
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Little analysis of Thom's Creek pottery from a techno-functional perspective has been conducted.
Charred residue found on the interior of some sherds suggests that the vessel contents were cooked,
although no sherds with exterior sooting have been reported (Sassaman 1993: 69; Trinkley 1980:
13). The vessel forms themselves do not necessarily indicate specific functions, due to their high
size variability and lack of distinctive characteristics, but some generalizations can be made about
their uses. The shallow bowls would allow easy access to their contents, so these vessels may have
been used for food preparation as well as serving. The bowls with slightly restricted orifices may
have held liquids specifically, as orifice restriction prevents spilling. Use for direct-heat cooking
is certainly a possibility, although the flattened bases found on the majority of bowls makes them
less-than-suitable for use over fire. Potential uses for the deep jar form are more straightforward:
it was almost certainly used for some form of storage due to its high capacity and the relative
inacessibility of its contents (Hally 1986). However, like the bowl forms, exactly what these jars
contained is a matter for further investigation.

As aforementioned, the relationship between Stallings and Thom’s Creek wares is not entirely
clear, and whether they should be considered two entirely separate wares is a matter of some
debate. It is incontrovertible based on the current evidence that Stallings does appear earlier in the
archaeological record than Thom's Creek. Therefore, many believe that Stallings ware is the
progenitor of all Late Archaic pottery, including Thom's Creek, as well as types such as Orange
and St. Simons wares in other parts of the Southeast (e.g., Sassaman 2004b). However, the
contemporaneity of the two wares for much of the Late Archaic period, as well as the appearance
of Thom's Creek components stratigraphically below Stallings components at some individual
sites, complicates any assertions about the temporal and cultural relationship between them
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(Saunders and Hays 2004). Additionally, close examination of assemblages that are considered
either Stallings or Thom's Creek reveals that the distinction between the two types is not as clearcut as these labels might indicate. A large proportion of sherds in many Stallings assemblages,
including the type site itself, have few or no fiber inclusions (a defining trait for Stallings vessels),
but do, in fact, contain sand. Likewise, Thom's Creek sherds often contain incidental inclusions of
plant matter, and the proportion of sand inclusions in their paste varies widely both across and
within assemblages. Therefore, the difficulty lies in determining where sand and fiber were
intentionally added temper or incidental inclusions naturally present in the clay source (Sassaman
1993: 80; Trinkley 1980: 18). The answer is certainly clear for some vessels, but the question
remains as to whether there is sufficient evidence to consider Stallings and Thom's Creek two
distinct, exclusive types. Further investigation of the exact characteristics of the two wares, as well
as their distribution on a regional level, will hopefully serve to clarify their relationship.

This ambiguity also raises an important theoretical concern about the relationship between modern
archaeologists' perceptions of archaeological materials – that is, the etic perspective – and the emic
perspective of the people who created and utilized these materials. The taxonomic categories that
archaeologists create in order to describe the archaeological record are essential for
communicating archaeological findings, but they do not necessarily reflect the categories in the
minds and cultures of past peoples, and we cannot assume that they do. In order to understand
these emic perspectives and purposes to the best of our ability, it is necessary to take a holistic
approach that goes beyond description of the material characteristics of artifacts. Such an approach
involves questions of symbolism, site function, and group identity. That being said, answering all
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of these high-level questions must begin with low-level analysis and quantitative data. This study
of vessel form aims to offer one such starting point.
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Methods
The sample of ceramic sherds examined in this study originates from 27 mostly contiguous 1x1 m
units (Units 2 to 28) that formed a trench primarily through the midden of Ring 1 (Figure 4). This
portion of the site was excavated in May of 2018.

Figure 4. Location of excavated units.

Since May 2018, two more field seasons at Pockoy Island were conducted in December 2018 and
May 2019. These excavations included a heavy investigation of the central plaza of Ring 1, as well
as preliminary trench excavations of Ring 2, resulting in a total of 110 1x1 m units excavated at
the site. A survey of Pockoy Island was also conducted in May 2019, during which a total of 278
shovel test pits were dug in a grid across the entire island.

These subsequent excavations have recovered a much larger assemblage of ceramic artifacts than
those included in this study. However, I chose to limit this study to those artifacts recovered in
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May 2018 for a number of reasons. The primary reason is that the artifacts from May 2018 had
been fully washed, sorted, labeled, and placed in storage at the time this study began, while the
artifacts from the subsequent field seasons were still in the process of curation. As many of those
artifacts had not yet been fully processed, and those that had been processed were not yet fully
labeled and placed into storage, it was not possible to systematically examine the entire
assemblage. The sample size was further limited by the COVID-19 pandemic, which severely
limited access to the laboratory where these artifacts are processed and stored. Due to the extensive
size of the Pockoy Island assemblage, it was necessary to limit the scope of this study to a quantity
of artifacts that could be reasonably examined in a home setting while maintaining standards of
organization and curation. Therefore, although this selection is not necessarily representative of
the full assemblage of ceramics at Pockoy Island, given these constraints it was far preferable to
fully examine a defined portion of the site than to partially examine the site as a whole.

The first step toward reconstructing vessel form was to identify all of the ceramic sherds in the
sample that are large enough to provide information about vessel size and shape, which included
all rim sherds with a maximum sherd diameter of 7 cm or greater, as well as all body and base
sherds with a maximum sherd diameter of 9 cm or greater. The threshold for rim sherd size is
lower than that for body and base sherds because it is possible to estimate the orifice diameter of
a vessel using a relatively small portion of the rim, so it was desirable to identify all rim sherds
that might lend themselves to this type of analysis. Body and base sherds may be used to estimate
the overall shape and curvature of a vessel, so they must comprise a comparatively larger portion
of a vessel in order to be useful for this purpose. It should be noted that 7 cm and 9 cm are,
respectively, relatively small rim and body/base sherd sizes compared to sherds that are typically
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used for vessel form analysis. These thresholds were chosen conservatively so as not to omit any
sherds that could potentially be useful, with the expectation that the majority of sherds of this size
would provide little information about their parent vessels.

Although the artifacts from Units 2 through 28 were already processed and curated prior to this
study, the ceramic sherds from each unit were only roughly sorted into groups according to sherd
size and the presence or absence of decorative elements. The ceramics from these units, with few
exceptions, had not yet been catalogued into the Digital Archaeological Archive of Comparative
Slavery (DAACS), the online archaeological database used by the SC Department of Natural
Resources. It was therefore not possible to query the database in order to locate sherds of the
desired size and vessel portion. As a result, I began by individually examining the ceramic artifacts
from each context and selecting the sherds that met the criteria as I encountered them.

All sherds were measured using a DAACS cataloging mat with a series of printed circles increasing
in diameter in 5 mm increments from 5 mm to 95 mm. A given sherd is measured by placing it
inside these circles, so that the smallest circle inside which a sherd completely fits delineates that
sherd’s maximum size. In cases of uncertainty or when a sherd exceeded the 95 mm circle, digital
calipers were used to measure the sherd at its widest point, and the measurement was rounded up
to the nearest 5 mm interval. These sherds were catalogued into the DAACS database and labeled
with their context and artifact number before being removed from storage to be used in this sample.

Systematically examining the ceramics in this way also made it possible to find mends between
sherds in the same context. Fresh breaks – sherds that were broken during or after excavation -
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were always mended, and non-fresh breaks were mended when the resulting mended sherds would
be large enough to use for analysis. Water-soluble adhesive was used to ensure that the mends
could be reversed with minimal alteration or damage to the sherds. Mended sherds were then
treated as one sherd and will be counted as such for purposes of analysis, regardless of the number
of sherds that comprise them.

Once this sample was fully selected, I reexamined it in its entirety for cross-mends, that is, sherds
from separate contexts that can be mended together. Several such cross-mends were found and
subsequently mended. In cases where this resulted in a particularly large reconstruction, the
contexts of each of its component sherds were reexamined for any other, smaller sherds that could
also be mended. A cross-mended sherd will be counted as a single sherd for the purposes of this
analysis. This process produced a total sample of 106 rim sherds and 95 non-rim sherds that meet
the minimum size requirements. Of the non-rim sherds, at least five are basal sherds, although
given the prevalence of vessels with rounded bases in Late Archaic assemblages, many more basal
sherds may, in fact, be present but unidentifiable as such.

I analyzed each rim sherd individually for certain morphological attributes: lip shape, rim shape,
rim orientation, and orifice diameter. Rim profiles of each sherd were drawn by placing the sherd
on its edge on a piece of paper and tracing around it, providing a cross-section of the rim that can
be used to describe both the lip shape and, when possible, the curvature of the rim. I recorded rim
orientations by placing the lip of each sherd on a flat surface at the angle where the lip rested fully
flush with the surface, which shows whether the rim is vertical, inverted, or everted relative to the
plane of the orifice. Not all rim sherds in the sample possessed a sufficiently large lip segment to
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be able to accurately determine rim orientation; as such, rim orientation will be treated separately
from lip and rim shape.

I estimated orifice diameter using a rim diameter chart, a diagram of concentric arcs that can be
used to determine the orifice diameter of a vessel based on a small segment of its rim. This is done
by placing the rim of a sherd on the chart with the correct angle of orientation and matching the
oriented sherd to the arc that most closely corresponds to the curve of the rim. The corresponding
arc provides the orifice diameter of the vessel to the nearest centimeter. Although this method is
generally recommended for use with rim sherds that comprise at least 10% of a vessel’s rim for
maximum accuracy, it is also possible to use those that comprise less than 10%. This was often
necessary due to the overall small size of the sherds in this sample; however, no sherds with less
than 5% of the rim were used, as it is not possible to accurately measure rim curvature at this size.
Due to their small size and irregular curvature, the measurements of most rim sherds resulted in a
range of possible values. Only the sherds whose orifice diameter could be confidently estimated
within a range of 5 centimeters or fewer are used for analysis, and the median value is used when
a specific measurement is needed. Ultimately, there were 28 rim sherds for which I could
accurately estimate the orifice diameter of the parent vessel.

I estimated overall vessel form using a combination of hand-drawing and digital modeling. Ideally,
full profiles of a vessel from lip to base would be used to estimate vessel form. Unfortunately, in
this fragmentary assemblage no such full profiles have been found or reconstructed. Therefore,
sherds, or sets of mended sherds, were selected for vessel form reconstruction based on two factors:
rim length and profile curvature. It was necessary to be able to estimate both rim orientation and
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orifice diameter with a high degree of certainty, so I selected sherds with a sufficiently large rim
segment. It was also necessary to be able to see the curvature of the vessel walls, so I also selected
sherds that included a significant portion of the vessel wall below the rim with visible curvature.
Sherds were visually inspected to determine if they met this requirement, as there is no minimum
height measurement that will ensure that body curvature is measurable. Eleven sherds from the
sample were selected for vessel form reconstruction based on these criteria.

I drew the arc of the rim of each selected sherd, either by placing the rim on a piece of paper and
tracing its interior, or by using a contour gauge in cases of a partially missing or heavily eroded
rim. I also drew the profile of each sherd, again by tracing or by using a contour gauge placed
perpendicularly to the rim. I also recorded the angle of rim orientation. I then scanned and digitized
each drawing using AutoCAD, a digital drafting software application. To model a vessel in
AutoCAD, the arc of the rim is measured in order to precisely determine the orifice diameter of
the vessel. The full profile of the vessel is then extrapolated based on the known curvature and
angle rim orientation to determine the height and shape of the vessel. These processes create a
two-dimensional cross-section of the entire vessel that can then be converted to a threedimensional scale model. Given that they are based on incomplete reconstructions, creating these
models does require some assumptions to be made about the shape of the vessels, especially the
base. However, digital modeling creates a more accurate model and leaves less room for error than
hand-drawing vessel forms. It also has the advantage of allowing the user to easily manipulate
variables such as base shape and rim orientation in order to create several potential models based
on a single sherd.
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Results
The results of the morphological analysis of the sample are presented here, organized by attribute
– orifice diameter, lip shape, rim shape, rim orientation, base shape – followed by a discussion of
the overall forms of the reconstructed vessels.

Orifice Diameter
Analysis of the sample of 28 rim sherds for which orifice diameter could be confidently estimated
does not indicate the presence of size classes in the Pockoy Island assemblage. There is wide
variation in the diameters of the vessels, with the smallest at 12.0 cm and the largest at 52.5 cm,
for a range of 40.5 cm. The median is 27.5 cm and the mean is 30.6 cm, indicating a relatively
normal distribution that skews only slightly toward larger diameters. The distribution is unimodal,
with a clear concentration of vessels around the 30 cm mark (Figures 5-6). With the median, mean,
and mode coinciding at approximately 30 cm, based on this data it is clear that this was a preferred
size for vessels. However, this cannot be considered a size class due to the smooth distribution of
vessel frequency both above and below 30 cm; it is not possible to demarcate the boundaries of a
discrete size class.

It should be noted that this sample of sherds is likely biased toward larger vessels and thus may be
overlooking the frequency of vessels with smaller orifice diameters. Smaller vessels have thinner,
more fragile walls and therefore break into smaller fragments. Combined with the highly
fragmentary nature of the assemblage as a whole, this makes it unlikely that sherds from small
vessels would be large enough to be selected for this sample. It is telling that of the 28 rims
analyzed here, only four have an orifice diameter of less than 20 cm. Notably, in the process of
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examining the ceramics from each context, many sherds with thin walls and a high degree of body
and rim curvature were found. Many of these were rim sherds with orifice diameters cursorily
estimated at between 10 and 20 cm; however, these sherds were not selected for the sample due to
their small size. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to suspect that if these sherds were not so
fragmentary, the distribution of orifice diameters might appear bimodal, with a second mode at
approximately 10 to 20 cm. This remains speculative in the absence of such data, but it is
nevertheless important to consider that what appears to be an assemblage overwhelmingly
comprised of large vessels may, in fact, be a result of sampling bias.

Figure 5. Histogram of orifice diameters.
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Figure 6. Kernel density of sherds by orifice diameter.

Lip and Rim Shape
Six lip shapes are represented in the sample of rim sherds (Figure 7). The vast majority of the
sample falls into two major categories, Types 1 and 2, while the other four types represent a much
smaller percentage of the sample (Figure 8). Type 1 has a straight interior and rounded exterior
with a rounded lip. Type 2 is thinned and rounded with a roughly symmetrical interior and exterior.
Type 3 is rounded with a symmetrical interior and exterior, but it is not thinned. Type 4 is the
opposite of Type 1, with a straight exterior and rounded interior. A small number of rims in each
of Types 1, 2, and 4 have slightly flattened lips, but they are not fully squared and, in most cases,
only a portion of the lip was flattened with the remainder rounded. Therefore, these sherds are
categorized by their interior and exterior curvatures and not considered separate types. The
remainder of the sherds fall into Type 5, or the miscellaneous type. Two of these are rounded and
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rolled, and a single rim is rounded and S-shaped, with an outflaring rim. Another single rim is
flattened and impressed, and it is the only rim sherd in the sample with visible decorative
modifications to the lip itself.

Figure 7. Typology of lip shapes.
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Figure 8. Frequency of lip shapes.

The rim shape of the sherds in this sample is generally straight or slightly incurving. It is often
difficult to discern between a straight and slightly incurving rim due to the exterior rounding of
the lips. Approximately 10% of rims have a noticeable, definitively incurving shape. The S-shaped
rim is the only example of an outcurving rim in the sample. No rim sherds with sharp angle changes
or evidence of carination were found.

Rim Orientation
Of the sherds in this sample, 26 included a large enough portion of the rim to confidently determine
the orientation of the rim relative to the plane of the orifice. Approximately half of these were
roughly vertical, while the other half were slightly to moderately everted. No rims were noticeably
inverted; however, some may be present in the sample that were unidentifiable due to their small
size.
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Base Shape
Five basal sherds were identified from the sample based on changes in thickness and curvature.
Two of these are flattened bases, with a thick, flat basal portion and an abrupt change in angle
between the base and the wall. Interestingly, one of these bases is heavily fiber-tempered and is
therefore considered an example of Stallings ware rather than Thom’s Creek ware. This basal sherd
may therefore correspond with one of the flat-bottomed Stallings vessel forms, although without
a larger portion of the vessel this interpretation is only speculative. The remaining three bases are
rounded, with a definitive change in thickness and a slight change in curvature between the base
and the body portions. Although the thicker, basal portions of these sherds may be slightly flatter
than the bodies of the vessels, they have no sharp change in angle between base and body.

Basal sherds are often difficult to identify in an assemblage, especially in the case of rounded
bases, where the transition between base and body is not marked by an abrupt angle change. It is
therefore much more likely that rounded bases in an assemblage will be overlooked than flattened
ones (Rice 1987: 213-214). Given the large number of vessels known to be present in the Pockoy
assemblage, it is clear that the majority of basal sherds were not identifiable as such. Therefore, it
can be inferred that many rounded bases were not identified, and that rounded bases in fact may
account for the majority of bases in the assemblage. It is also highly likely that many flattened
bases went unidentified as well, but as they are more likely to be identifiable than rounded bases,
it follows that there are fewer flattened bases in the assemblage overall.
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Vessel Form
The eleven vessels that were digitally modeled are placed into four general classes of vessel form:
small bowl, hemispherical bowl, shallow bowl, and jar (Table 1). All of these vessels are assumed
to have generally rounded bases, given the aforementioned likelihood of rounded bases in this
assemblage as a whole. However, this assumption is not certain, and the base shape pictured in
these models should be taken as an estimate.

One vessel is considered a small bowl (Figure 9; Table 1). It is a hemispherical bowl, but it is
significantly smaller than the other hemispherical bowls, with an orifice diameter of 10 cm and a
height of 5 cm. Its capacity is less than 1 L, which is substantially smaller than any of the other
vessels modeled. As aforementioned, it is highly likely that sherds from many other vessels of the
same approximate size are present in the assemblage but have gone unrecorded due to their small
size.

Figure 9. Small bowl.
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The five vessels that are considered hemispherical bowls are categorized as such because their
orifice diameter is approximately twice their height, although their size and rim orientation vary
(Figures 10 and 11; Table 1). These bowls have orifice diameters between 19 and 29 cm and
heights between 9 and 13 cm, with capacities between 2 and 6 L. Rim orientations vary from
vertical to strongly everted.

Figure 10. Hemispherical bowl with straight rim.

Figure 11. Hemispherical bowl with slightly everted rim.
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Three vessels are categorized as shallow bowls because their orifice diameter is greater than twice
their height (Figure 12; Table 1). They vary in size, although all are larger than the hemispherical
bowls by all measures. These vessels have orifice diameters between approximately 30 and 50 cm
and heights between 12 and 21 cm, with capacities between 6 and 28 L.

Figure 12. Shallow bowl.

Two vessels are categorized as large jars because their height is substantially greater than half of
their orifice diameter. These two vessels are highly similar in size and shape (Figures 13-14; Table
1). The first has an orifice diameter of 40 cm, a height of 27 cm, and a capacity of 25 L. The second
has an orifice diameter of 38 cm, a height of 24 cm, and a capacity of 21 L. It is of interest that the
two sherds on which these models are based are nearly identically decorated, with several parallel
rows of finger-pinching directly below the rim. These similarities in shape, size, and decoration
may indicate that these two vessels are examples of a particular type of vessel and were
intentionally constructed to fit that model, although this interpretation is speculative without
further examples of similar vessels.
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Figure 13. Large jar.

Figure 14. Large jar.
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25.87

21.15

19.06

48.01

38.15

29.83

10.44

40.12

39.45

28.15

22.00

Orifice
Diameter
(cm)

Table 1. Attributes of modeled vessels.

Vessel Type

Vessel
No.

27.36
2.03
2.49
4.72

9.71
9.07
12.91

20.70

6.15

0.31

14.45

20.50

24.22

12.32

5.01

15.81

24.53

5.74

12.89
27.08

3.03

Capacity
(L)

10.96

Height
(cm)

Type 1

Type 2

Type 2

Type 1

Type 2

Type 2

Type 2

Type 1

Type 2

Type 1

Type 1

Lip
Shape

Everted

Vertical

Everted

Everted

Vertical

Everted

Everted

Everted

Vertical

Everted

Everted

Rim
Orientation

11.47

7.23

7.97

9.09

12.12

9.22

6.73

11.78

10.75

8.10

9.13

Wall
Thickness
(mm)

Shell scraped interior

Finger-pinched exterior

Interior shell scraped

Shell scraped interior

Finger-pinched exterior

Slanted conical punctate
exterior; shell scraped
interior

Plain

Slanted conical punctate
exterior

Finger-pinched and conical
punctate exterior

Finger-pinched exterior,
shell scraped interior

Finger-pinched exterior,
shell scraped interior

Decorative Elements/
Surface Treatments

Discussion
Having described the appearance of the ceramic vessels from the Pockoy Island shell rings to the
best of my ability, I will now discuss the larger implications of these attributes and vessels and the
information that they provide about Thom’s Creek pottery as a whole, their potential functions,
and the activities that took place at Pockoy.

Comparison with Previous Descriptions of Thom’s Creek Pottery
These results suggest that the Pockoy Island ceramic assemblage is more morphologically diverse
than would be expected based on Trinkley’s (1980) description of Thom’s Creek ceramics,
although it does align with Trinkley’s description in many respects. It bears repeating that
Trinkley’s typology of Thom’s Creek was published several decades ago, and given the additional
sites with Thom’s Creek components that have been investigated since then, it is to be expected
that the diversity of known Thom’s Creek ceramics would continue to increase. We will now
examine the ways in which this assemblage does and does not align with the generally accepted
basis for Thom’s Creek vessel form.

The overview of orifice diameters in the Pockoy assemblage roughly correlates with Trinkley’s
(1980) observations of Thom’s Creek vessel forms, in which he finds a range in vessel diameter
from 10 to 45 cm, with a mean of 35 cm and a mode of 40 cm. The deep jar form that he describes
generally has a larger diameter, in the range of 20 to 45 cm, while the bowl forms have diameters
in the range of 10 to 20 cm. If we assume that this pattern holds true for the Pockoy assemblage,
then it seems that the majority of vessels represented here are jar forms, while bowls are either less
common in the assemblage or underrepresented in this sample. This may be the case, but is also
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clear based on the vessel models that there are several bowl forms in this assemblage with a
diameter greater than 20 cm, even as large as 50 cm. Therefore, we should not assume that orifice
diameter always correlates with vessel height in Thom’s Creek ceramic assemblages. However, it
is notable that Trinkley describes a small bowl form with an orifice diameter of 10 to 20 cm, which
supports the inference that such a vessel form is in fact common in the Pockoy assemblage but
underrepresented in this sample.

All of the lip and rim shapes represented in this sample are described in Trinkley’s (1980)
typology. However, Trinkley lists flattened lips as very common, while lips with a rounded exterior
and straight interior are a small minority. In this assemblage, the reverse is true: lips with a rounded
exterior and straight interior account for a slight majority of the sample, while flattened lips are
much less common. Additionally, Trinkley lists outcurving rims as roughly equally as common as
straight or incurving rims, while discernible outcurving rims are almost entirely absent from this
assemblage. Trinkley also lists that vessel bases are more often flattened than rounded, which
seems not to be the case for vessels from Pockoy. However, this observation may also be biased
by the difficulty of identifying rounded basal sherds, and in any case, the sample of basal sherds
here is much too small to make any strong comparison to Trinkley’s description.

In terms of overall vessel form, only four of the eleven modeled vessels align neatly with the forms
that Trinkley (1980) describes: the small bowl and three of the hemispherical bowls, although these
all fall into the upper end of the range of orifice diameter that Trinkley gives for bowls. The largest
hemispherical bowl and the shallow bowls modeled here have orifice diameters well outside of
this range, and although the jar form roughly aligns with the deep jar form that Trinkley describes,
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the Pockoy jars are much shorter. Therefore, the Pockoy assemblage has a greater diversity of
vessel forms than is generally expected for Thom’s Creek assemblages.

Unfortunately, little intensive investigation of vessel form at other Late Archaic shell ring sites has
been conducted, most likely because analyses of vessel form are highly time- and labor-intensive
and ultimately represent only one small component of the materials recovered from an
archaeological site as a whole. The most detailed discussion of vessel form at another shell ring
site is found in Saunders’s (2002a: 138) analysis of ceramics from the Fig Island ring complex,
where it is reported that all identifiable vessel forms are “shallow, slightly outslanting bowls.” This
analysis also finds identifiable rim diameters ranging from 12 to 46 cm, with no clear size classes.
These findings do not vary greatly from Trinkley’s description nor from the results of this analysis
of Pockoy Island ceramics, suggesting a general similarity in vessel form among all known Thom’s
Creek assemblages. However, it seems probable that further investigation of vessel form at the
numerous shell ring sites found on the southeastern coast would serve to add more detail to our
knowledge of Thom’s Creek ceramics and how they may vary across time and space. Hopefully
such studies will become more common as archaeological interest in Late Archaic ceramics
continues to grow.

Vessel Function
Having identified a handful of vessel forms found at Pockoy and discussed how they fit into
previous morphological descriptions of Thom’s Creek pottery, I now turn my attention to the
functional aspect of this analysis. Little can be said with certainty about the functions of these
vessels, but several potential functions can be hypothesized based on their forms.
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The small bowl is arguably the most interesting of these vessel forms in terms of function because
its very small capacity constrains its potential uses. The small bowl is very unlikely to have been
used for long-term storage due to its size, and it is also unlikely to have been used for cooking for
the same reason, although cooking cannot be entirely ruled out. Its unrestricted orifice makes its
contents easily accessible, so it could have been used for preparing and serving small quantities of
ingredients or for temporarily storing them. Its slightly everted rim and small size would also make
it easy to pour liquids from, so it would have served very well as a drinking vessel.

The hemispherical bowls are the most versatile of the modeled vessels. Their capacity and
unrestricted orifice make them suitable for preparing, cooking, serving, and temporarily storing
food. Their uniformly rounded shape would be especially well suited to direct-heat cooking. Their
height-to-diameter ratio also makes them relatively stable, although the stability of any of these
vessels is uncertain without direct evidence of their basal shapes. A long-term storage function is
unlikely due to their small capacity and low ratio of height to diameter. The majority of the
hemispherical bowls have a lip shape with a straight interior and curved exterior, which is not
suitable for pouring. Their straight to everted rims and wide orifices would also make liquid
contents likely to spill when moving or manipulating the vessels, so use for serving or storing
liquids is unlikely. Other than this, it is difficult to say what these vessels were used for with
certainty.

The shallow bowls appear best suited for serving and, to a lesser extent, cooking functions. Their
shape and size most closely align with what we would consider a “serving bowl,” with a large
capacity, a wide, unrestricted orifice that allows easy access to their contents, and high stability
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that allows them to be easily moved and handled without spilling. Of course, we should always be
cautious in applying modern standards to archeological vessels, but there are utilitarian reasons
why this type of vessel is associated with a serving function cross-culturally (Henrickson and
McDonald 1983: 633). Their large capacity and rounded shape might also point to a cooking
function, but their shallowness and wide, unrestricted orifice would cause very rapid evaporation
of their contents when placed over heat; however, rapid evaporation may be desirable in some
cases.

The function of the jars is not obvious, but they seem to be best suited for cooking and, potentially,
long-term storage. They also have unrestricted orifices, but their depth and comparatively small
bases make rapid evaporation less of an issue than in the case of the shallow bowls. They are also
not so tall that their contents would be inaccessible during and after cooking. Their height does
make them more suitable for long-term storage than any of the other vessel forms, although their
ratio of height to diameter is not as high as is generally thought to be preferable for storage jars.
They also have a low ratio of base size to orifice diameter, which would make them relatively
unstable and top-heavy when full. These vessels would also be very heavy when full, weighing
upwards of 15 kg if filled with liquid, so they were likely not moved or manipulated too often
while in use. If these vessels were used for storage, they would most likely need to be stabilized
or immobilized in some way, such as by digging a hole and placing the jars in the ground for the
duration of their use. Serving and food preparation functions cannot be ruled out, but they would
be atypical for this vessel shape and size.
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It is difficult to ascribe specific functions to any of these vessels because their basic forms make
them suitable for a variety of tasks. Their versatility may have been an intentional choice on behalf
of the potters to make vessels that, in fact, were used for a variety of tasks. Just as we now
appreciate the convenience of containers that can be used for cooking, serving, and storing food,
there is no reason to assume that Late Archaic potters would have crafted vessels that were limited
to a single function. Therefore, our inability to pin down a single function for any of these vessels
may in fact indicate that they were not designed for a single function at all, but rather to meet many
needs.

Site Function
Although we cannot determine the function of any one vessel with certainty, we can make some
broad inferences about the activities at Pockoy Island based on these vessel forms. Obviously, a
variety of activities related to food preparation and consumption took place, which is made clear
by the fact that no single vessel type predominates in the assemblage. Several vessel forms were
made and used to fulfill several potential purposes: preparation, cooking, serving, and storage.

Speculatively, this variety of purposes also seems to indicate that a variety of foods were consumed
at Pockoy, requiring different types of vessels to prepare, cook, and/or store them. This is
supported by the plentiful animal bones and carbonized plant matter that has been found at the site,
as well as by residue analysis that found evidence of both terrestrial animal and plant residue on
ceramics from the site (Karen Smith, personal communication 2021). Shellfish seem to be the most
important source of food for the inhabitants of the Pockoy Island shell rings due to the enormous
quantity of shell at the site, but this is partially due to bias in the archaeological record. Shells are
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generally preserved very well, especially in the particular soil conditions at Pockoy, while animal
bones and, especially, plant matter are much shorter-lived. Shells are also consistently recovered
during excavation due to their size and durability, whereas bones and plant charcoal are more
easily broken or crushed during the excavation process, and small fragments will not be recovered.
Additionally, a single bivalve leaves behind a large shell in exchange for a comparatively small
quantity of meat, while a fish or deer leaves a smaller quantity of bone relative to the amount of
edible meat that it yields (Rietz and Wing 2008: 211). These factors lead to the potential for
overrepresentation of shellfish in the diet compared to other sources of food when interpreting
faunal remains.

Even so, the quantity of shell at the site certainly indicates that shellfish were an important food
source for its occupants. This is notable in discussing the use of these ceramic vessels for preparing
and cooking food. Cross-culturally, large quantities of shellfish, particularly bivalves, are generally
cooked in bulk by roasting or steaming in pits or even directly in fires. Cooking them in pots is
comparatively rare, as it is more time-consuming and even very large cooking vessels can hold
only a limited number of shells (Waselkov 1987). As the inhabitants of shell rings such as Pockoy
were clearly processing enormous quantities of shellfish, particularly oysters, it seems likely that
they would utilize a bulk cooking method rather than pot cooking. In fact, such cooking pits are
frequently found at Late Archaic shell rings in the Southeast (e.g., Trinkley 1985; Waring and
Larson 1968). It is more common to cook smaller mollusks such as snails in pots, and given the
large quantity of marsh periwinkle shells in the Pockoy assemblage, it is entirely possible that
some ceramic vessels were used for cooking periwinkles. However, if we assume that larger
shellfish at Pockoy were generally not prepared in ceramic vessels, it follows that the substantial
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quantity of ceramic vessels at Pockoy were used to prepare other types of food. This may indicate
a greater reliance on other sources of food, such as deer, fish, or nuts, than is obvious at first glance.

We should address the issue here that none of the sherds used in this analysis show evidence of
sooting. In fact, to date no evidence of visible sooting on ceramic sherds from Pockoy has been
recorded. The lack of sooting is problematic when discussing the use of these vessels for cooking,
as it is generally accepted that the presence of soot is direct evidence that a vessel was placed over
a fire, and the absence of soot is direct evidence that it was not (Hally 1983: 9). However, here this
rule is not strictly followed. The sherds in this sample represent only small portions of their parent
vessels, so sooting may have been visible on other parts of the vessels that were not recovered.
Additionally, not all ceramic artifacts from the site as a whole have yet been analyzed, and
evidence of sooting may have been overlooked on those that have been. For these reasons, the
practice of direct-heat cooking at Pockoy is not ruled out as a possibility.

Nevertheless, it is interesting that so little evidence of sooting is found in the assemblage as a
whole, and it raises the possibility that ceramic vessels were not, in fact used for direct-heat
cooking at Pockoy, despite the apparent suitability of several of these vessel forms for this purpose.
It is possible that ceramic vessels were used for indirect-heat cooking. However, the limited lithic
assemblage from Pockoy contains very few large stones and no fire-cracked rocks, which are a
hallmark of stone boiling (Sassaman 1993: 113). The scarcity of lithics is typical of coastal Late
Archaic sites in the region; in fact, it is thought that the use of ceramic technology for direct-heat
cooking was innovated on the coast due to the scarcity of rocks for stone boiling (Sassaman 1993:
157). Therefore, we can safely assume that the ceramic vessels at Pockoy were not likely to have
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been used for indirect-heat cooking. Without evidence of either direct-heat or indirect-heat
cooking, we should consider the possibility that these vessels were not used for cooking at all.

If these vessels were not in fact used for cooking, it would imply that large numbers of vessels
were made and used primarily for serving and/or storing food, or potentially for preparing food in
ways that do not involve heat. This is interesting, because one of the major advantages of adopting
pottery technology is its usefulness and durability for cooking purposes in particular. At Pockoy,
though, ceramic containers may have been preferred primarily for other purposes, particularly for
serving. This is supported by the distribution of orifice diameters in this sample as a whole in
comparison with the orifice diameters of the modeled vessel forms. If we assume that the vessel
forms modeled here do account for the majority of the assemblage, then it would seem that the
distribution of vessel orifice diameters centering around 20 to 30 cm indicates a preponderance of
hemispherical bowls and, to a lesser extent, shallow bowls. Both the hemispherical and shallow
bowls are well suited, if not best suited, to a serving function. This would indicate that serving was
the most important function of ceramic vessels at Pockoy. The prevalence of serving vessels is not
unique to Pockoy: in the case of the Fig Island ring complex assemblage, Saunders (2002a:138)
interprets the large quantity of bowl forms that are suitable for serving, as well as their lack of
sooting, as indicative of feasting. The lack of discernible cooking vessels at Fig Island would imply
that large amounts of food were processed and cooked in other ways, such as pit roasting, while
ceramic vessels were used primarily for serving. The similar characteristics of the Pockoy
assemblage support a similar interpretation for the Pockoy Island shell rings.
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Another notable feature of the modeled vessel forms is the lack of obvious long-term storage
vessels. Long-term storage vessels can take several forms, but the vessel form here that is most
suitable for long-term storage – the jar – is still not ideal for this purpose due to its instability and
large diameter relative to its height. There are a couple of explanations for the apparent lack of
long-term storage vessels in the Pockoy assemblage. The first is that sherds from more suitable
vessels are present in this assemblage but are simply not reconstructable and therefore were not
included in this analysis. This may be due to pure chance, or to bias against storage vessels in the
assemblage as a whole. Storage vessels tend to have a substantially longer use life than other
vessels; that is, a given storage vessel will last longer before breaking than a vessel used for food
preparation or storage (Mills 1989). This is because storage vessels are moved less and not used
over heat, so there is less opportunity for them to be broken (Espenshade 2000: 17). Therefore,
fewer storage vessels will appear in the archaeological record than other types of vessels, even if
relatively equal numbers of all vessel types were present at any given point in the site’s occupation.
Storage vessels were therefore less likely to be included in this analysis by virtue of probability.

The other, more interesting explanation is that there were simply no ceramic vessels used for longterm storage at this site, either because non-ceramic containers were used for this purpose, or
because there was no need for long-term storage at all. This latter possibility is the most interesting
with regard to site function, as it would imply that people did not reside at this site for long enough
to need to store large quantities of food for an extended period of time. This supports the hypothesis
that people gathered at the site for short periods of high activity, possibly for social or ceremonial
purposes such as feasting. A short, large-scale gathering would require large amounts of food to
be prepared and served, but not stored. Of course, this interpretation rests on several assumptions
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about vessel function, as well as about the types of food that were eaten at Pockoy; it is also
possible that there were simply no resources available that were suitable for long-term storage.
Nevertheless, the lack of storage vessels aligns with the apparent lack of cooking vessels and the
prevalence of serving vessels to support the hypothesis of short-term occupations for purposes
such as feasting or ceremonial gatherings, rather than the hypothesis of long-term habitation of the
Pockoy Island shell rings.

It may seem unusual that people would produce such a large quantity of ceramic vessels for
purposes that could be filled effectively by other, less time- and labor-intensive containers. This
seemingly inefficient practice raises an important consideration about the social and cultural
importance of pottery to the inhabitants of Pockoy. The cultural materials that people produce need
not always have a strictly practical function. They may be equally important as markers of group
identity or for ceremonial functions such as feasting, regardless of their absolute necessity from a
utilitarian point of view (Sassaman 1993). Social and cultural purposes are much more nebulous
and difficult to pin down based on the archaeological record alone, but it is always important to
remember that these intangible factors play a role in the creation of material culture as much as do
practical factors.
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Conclusions
This aim of this study has been twofold. The first goal was to describe a ceramic sample from the
Pockoy Island assemblage in as much detail as possible, with a particular focus on reconstructing
vessel form and determining potential vessel functions. The second was to use this analysis of
form and function to infer the types of activities that took place at Pockoy in an effort to resolve
the debate over the purposes of shell rings more generally.

The first goal was achieved succesfully, given the limitations of the highly fragmentary ceramic
assemblage. A sample of rim sherds was analyzed and their morphological attributes described in
detail. Eleven vessel reconstructions were modeled (Table 1), revealing a variety of shapes and
sizes that fall into four major categories of vessel form: small bowl, hemispherical bowl, shallow
bowl, and jar (Figures 9-14). It was possible to describe these forms in greater detail than previous
descriptions of Thom’s Creek pottery, and some of these forms have not been previously
described, at least not with this degree of specificity. This description is a useful contribution to
the body of knowledge of Thom’s Creek pottery, and future analyses of ceramics from Pockoy
will serve to add to this further. The application of digital modeling techniques to vessel form
analysis has proven successful, especially in a fragmentary assemblage such as this one, because
it allows confident extrapolation of vessel form based on relatively limited data. In the future, these
modeling techniques can be applied to the full ceramic assemblage from Pockoy, which has
exciting prospects for gaining a more complete picture of the variety of vessel forms that were
used at the site.
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The second goal of interpreting the broader function of the Pockoy Island shell rings was achieved
with more limited success. Although no definitive conclusions could be made, the types of vessels
described in this analysis tentatively support the hypothesis that Pockoy was the site of larger-scale
social activities than simple daily habitation. Feasting is absolutely a possibility, although this
interpretation obviously cannot be proven with any certainty based on the evidence presented here
alone. Site formation through the gradual accumulation of refuse by small groups of long-term
inhabitants cannot be ruled out, but it is less directly supported by the ceramic evidence presented
here. This interpretation of Pockoy as a site of large-scale activities would align with the general
trend in archaeological thought towards a social or ceremonial interpretation of Late Archaic shell
rings (e.g., Russo 2004), as well as with the results of recent work on other shell ring sites (e.g.,
Saunders 2002b, Thompson and Andrus 2011).

Naturally, this study of vessel form and function was limited in several ways. The primary
limitation was the highly fragmentary ceramic assemblage, which limits any study of Late Archaic
archaeological sites as opposed to those from later time periods, where intact or partially intact
vessels are much more common. The majority of the sherds that were large enough to be useful
for this study had to be painstakingly mended together from many smaller fragments, often spread
across multiple contexts. This needle-in-a-haystack process is very time- and labor-intensive, and
inevitably, it will not identify every mendable sherd in the assemblage. However, in a fragmentary
assemblage such as this one and most, if not all, Late Archaic assemblages, this approach is
unfortunately the only way to achieve the important goal of identifying vessel forms. It bears
devoting resources to this process whenever possible, as complete ceramic vessels are highly
informative for understanding the human activities that took place at Late Archaic sites.
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This study was also limited to a fraction of the full ceramic assemblage of the Pockoy Island shell
ring site. In reality, this is more of an exciting prospect than a limitation. The same methods used
in this study can be applied to the remainder of the assemblage in the future. If we can expect a
similar degree of success, future work will provide a wealth of new information about the ceramic
vessels that will hopefully allow for more in-depth analysis and a more complete picture of the
variation and frequency of vessel forms.

Finally, this study was subject to the restrictions faced by any analysis that is limited to a single
artifact class. Ceramic artifacts were not created and used separately from all other materials by
the inhabitants of a site, and they should not be analyzed separately when the goal is to understand
the lives and behaviors of those inhabitants. Rather, interpreting site function requires a holistic
analysis of all aspects of the archaeological assemblage taken together. For example, analysis of
faunal and paleoethnobotanical remains provides information about the varieties and amounts of
food that people ate, which allows more specific interpretations to be made about vessel function
based on which vessel forms would be suitable for preparing and eating those foods. No single one
of these elements can fully show what and how people were eating, but when used together, they
can provide a much clearer picture.

Investigations at the Pockoy Island shell rings are ongoing, and they will continue to provide
fascinating insights not only into the site itself, but into the phenomenon of Late Archaic shell
rings as a whole. The aim of this study was to provide one small piece of this puzzle, in order to
contribute to the ultimate goal of understanding the lives of past peoples. It is important to keep
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this goal in mind in any fine-grained study of artifacts. The minutiae of these ceramic vessels are
not only described for their own sake, but because understanding larger, human processes begins
with describing these small details. Obviously, it is speculative to infer large-scale social and
cultural phenomena based on a handful of reconstructed ceramic vessels. However, speculation is
often useful and even necessary in areas where evidence is limited and the exact truth is still
unclear, as in the case of the social landscape of the southeastern Late Archaic. Future research
will only serve to expand our understanding of this intriguing period of North American prehistory.
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Appendix A: Modeled vessels and corresponding sherds
Vessel 1:
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Vessel 2:
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Vessel 3:
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Vessel 4:
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Vessel 5:
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Vessel 6:
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Vessel 7:
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Vessel 8:
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Vessel 9:
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Vessel 10:
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Vessel 11:
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Appendix B: Modeling vessels in AutoCAD

Step 1: The interior rim and interior wall profile of the sherd are traced, using a contour gauge if
necessary. The angle of rim orientation and a scale bar are also included.

Step 2: The drawing is scanned and imported to AutoCAD, where the rim and wall profile are
traced and converted to polylines. The scale of the digital drawing is calibrated.
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Step 3: The polyline of the rim is converted to a smooth arc. The diameter of the rim can then be
automatically calculated with precision based on the circle of that arc.
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Step 4: A straight line the length of the calculated orifice diameter is drawn. The polyline of the
wall profile is duplicated and both polylines are aligned with the ends of that straight line at the
correct angle based on the recorded rim orientation. This creates a cross-section view of the
uppermost portion of the vessel.

Step 5: The polylines of the wall profiles are also converted to smooth arcs. The curvature of
those arcs is then extrapolated to create a cross-section of the entire vessel.
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Step 6: The shape of the vessel base is altered to approximate a rounded base shape. This creates
an approximation of the vessel’s shape and is not an exact estimate.

Step 7: This two-dimensional cross-section is rotated 360 degrees to create a three-dimensional
model.
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Step 8: The model is converted to a solid object and the walls of the vessel are thickened. A scale
bar is added.
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